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Introduction

Memes found a home on Solana. All shapes & sizes, animals & bots, celebrities & politicians were getting their 
share of mimicry sprinkled with euphoria from great gains. The community was bubbling energy with new and 
innovative meme cases to explore every day, just then the foundations of the infrastructure couldn’t HODL the 
exponential growth brought about by this meme explosion. 



The network got congested & transactions started to fail. The vibrant community began to lose steam and 
collapse as the Solana network continued disappointing the users. The impact of all these was reflected in the 
chain’s TVL and the decline in the price of SOL. Solana was NGMI. 



The future looked bleak as the other dogs & cats experienced massive losses & brought maximum pain to 
holders. Pussy Cat brings back a spark of hope again for the Solana meme ecosystem. It is built to be the 
dearest cat on Solana and will restore the lost glory on the chain. The Pussy Cat will bring together the cat 
memes which were once scattered away from Solana and make the community come alive again stronger than 
before with its $Pussy token. 


Mission & Objectives

Pussy Cat was built with  for the Solana community. It’s on a mission to ignite the vibrance of the ecosystem 
again after its recent mishap. Outlined below are the objectives of this dear cat on Solana to lift back up users' 
spirits about Solana. 



→  Kickstart a resilient community that is in it for the love of Solana frens and the innovative Solana 
technology. 

→ Incentivize the vibrance of the community to make new frens & grow the Pussy Cat community by leveraging 
other cat-based meme communities. 

→ Raid X communities with the word of the rise of Solana from its transaction challenges and showcase its 
novel &  innovative use cases. 

→ Enrich participants of its community with great relationships & greater gains.
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Pussynomics

Distribution

Token Ticker: $Pussy

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000

Presale and Liquidity: 100%

Tax:  0/0

Disclaimer

$Pussy is an SPL token with no intrinsic value or expectation of financial return. It’s solely built for 
entertainment, speculation, incentivisation and redemption of the dearest cat community.
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